Billy and the Beast
Fun things to do!
Group 6
Children born in 2015

Whilst on a lovely walk in the woods,
Billy and her trusty sidekick Fat Cat hear
a terrible rumble... a terrible rumble
coming from a Terrible Beast... He's
making a Terrible Soup out of all of Billy
and Fat Cat's friends! Luckily, our brave
heroine Billy has a trick or two up her
sleeve (or in her hair)...

Go for a walk in the woods or park
and make some of the sounds like Billy
did. Stomp on hard ground, crunch
through leaves, splash in puddles and
jump over logs. Look out for creatures
on your walk, can you see any that are
in the book?
Making up games is great for your
child's conversation skills. Let them
lead the chat and watch their imagination run wild.
Watch Tiny Happy People for more tips for things to do when you are out
and about www.bbc.co.uk/tiny-happy-people/what-can-we-play-on-way/
z4748xs
Learn how to draw Fat Cat from the
story with Nadia Shireen.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=spEkqM4M9dw

Silly Soup Rhyme
(to the tune of Pop Goes the Weasel)

I’m making lots of silly soup,
I’m making soup that’s silly,
I’m going to cook it in the fridge,
To make it nice and chilly.

Make a terrible beast puppet with an old sock or a
terrible beast mask with a paper plate. Then just like
beast create your own terrible soup. Talk about all the
terrible ingredients you would put in your soup.

Play the Silly Soup Game. Make silly soup by finding items that
begin with the same letter sound, banana, bear, book, bread… To
see lots more versions of the Silly Soup Game visit Honestly Fiona
www.youtube.com/watch?v=78RW5E4Efc8

Making ten minutes a day to share books with
your child will make a huge
difference to their development
www.northlincs.gov.uk/imaginationlibrary
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